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*Thousand Moons HB

Sebastian Barry 

9780571333370   €23.50  ____

Faber

*The Liberation of Brigid Dunne 

Patricia Scanlan

9781471151170    €16.99   ____

S&S

Told in Sebastian Barry's rare and 

masterly prose, A Thousand Moons is a

powerful, moving study of one woman's

journey, of her determination to write

her own future, and of the enduring

human capacity for love.

FICTION

The Mirror and the Light TPB

Hilary Mantel

9780007580835   €20.50    ____

Harper Collins 

Preorder the long-awaited sequel to

Wolf Hall and Bring Up the Bodies, the

stunning conclusion to Hilary Mantel's

Man Booker Prize-winning Wolf Hall

trilogy.

*Hamnet 

Maggie O’Farrell

9781472223807    €18.50    _____

Headline 

Butchers 

Ruth Gilligan

9781786499837    €15.50  ___

Atlantic 

A stunning new departure for Maggie 

O'Farrell's fiction, HAMNET is the 

heart-stopping story behind 

Shakespeare's most famous play.

Chain 

Adrian McKinty 

9781409189602    €9.99    ____

Orion 

Lanny 

Max Porter 

9780571340293    €10.99   ____

Faber & Faber 

Damascus 

Christos Tsiolkas 

9781838950217     €20.50    ____

Atlantic 

Damascus is an unflinching dissection

of doubt, faith, tyranny, revolution,

cruelty and sacrifice. A vivid and   

visceral novel with perennial concerns,

it is a masterpiece of imagination and

transformation.

*Our Little Cruelties 

Liz Nugent 

9781844883950     €16.99  ____

Penguin Ireland 

Three brothers are at the funeral. One

lies in the coffin.Will, Brian and Luke

grow up  competing for their mother's

unequal love. As men, the 

competition continues - for status,

money, fame, women ...They each 

betray each other, over and over, until

one of them is dead.But which

brother killed him?

*Thousand Moons TBP

Sebastian Barry 

9780571333387   €17.99   ____

Faber & Faber 

Told in Sebastian Barry's rare and 

masterly prose, A Thousand Moons is a

powerful, moving study of one

woman's journey, of her determination

to write her own future, and of the 

enduring human capacity for love.

Preorder the long-awaited sequel to

Wolf Hall and Bring Up the Bodies, the

stunning conclusion to Hilary Mantel's

Man Booker Prize-winning Wolf Hall 

trilogy.

Mirror and the Light HB

Hilary Mantel 

9780007480999    €29.99   ____

Harper Collins 

If I Never Met You 

Mhairi McFarlane 

9780008169480   €9.99 ____

Harper Collins 

If faking love is this easy... how do you

know when it's real? The brand new

novel from Sunday Times bestselling

author Mhairi McFarlane



In Five Years 

Rebecca Serle 

9781529405811    €18.50    ____

Quercus 

*Women of Primrose Square 

Claudia Carroll

9781785767760   €9.99  ____

Bonnier 

Perfect for fans of Me Before You and One

Day, this heart-breaking story of love, loss

and life will have you questioning 

everything you thought you knew about

destiny.

FICTION

*The Weight of Love 

Hilary Fannin

9781781620458   €16.99  ____

Transworld Ireland 

The Weight of Love is a beautiful 

exploration of how we manage life

when the notes and beats of our 

existence, so carefully arranged, begin

to slip off the stave. An intimate and

moving account of the intricacies of

marriage and the myriad ways in which

we can love and be loved.

Girl Woman Other

Bernadine Evaristo 

9780241984994   €11.40   ____

Hamilton

*Her Husbands Mistake 

Sheila O’Flannagan

9781472254757   €9.99   ____

Headline 

Laura Cassidy’s Walk of Fame 

Alan McMonagle 

9781509829897    €16.99  ____

Macmillan

Mum & Dad 

Joanna Trollope 

9781529003390    €17.99 ____

Macmillan

The Two Lives of Lydia Bird 

Josie Silver 

9780241986165   €9.99   ____

Hamilton

Come Again 

Robert Webb

9781786890139    €15.99   ____

Canongate 

Little Fires Everywhere

Celeste Ng

9780349144337   €10.99   ____

Abacus 

The debut novel - a time-travelling story

of love and adventure - from the number

one bestselling author of How Not To Be

a Boy and star of Peep Show.

Machines Like Me 

Ian McEwan 

9781529111255    €10.99   ____

Ebury 

*Number One Sunday Times 

Bestseller**In a world not quite like

this one, Margaret Thatcher battles

Tony Benn for power and Alan Turing

has achieved an astonishing 

breakthrough in artificial 

intelligence.

Rules for Perfect Murder 

Peter Swanson 

9780571342365   €15.50  ____

Faber & Faber 

Channelling the era of Hollywood's silver

screen and told in a voice that blends devil

humour, quiet mayhem, and a 

singled-minded optimism that might just

lead to disaster, Laura Cassidy's Walk of

Fame tells the story of a troubled soul 

desperate to find her place in life.



*Charlie Savage 

Roddy Doyle 

9781784709570     €9.99   ____

Vintage 

Compiled here for the first time is a

whole year's worth of Roddy Doyle's

hilarious series for the Irish 

Independent. Giving a unique voice to

the everyday, he draws a portrait of a

man - funny, loyal, somewhat 

bewildered - trying to keep pace with

the modern world (if his knees don't

give out first).

*You Have to Make Your Own Fun 

Frances Macken 

9781786077660   €15.99   ____

Oneworld 

The Numbers Game 

Danielle Steel

9781509878338     €17.99    ____

Macmillan

This mesmerising debut, brilliantly 

evocative of rural Ireland, is a compellingly

readable portrait of the places, and 

people, that continue to shape us long

after we've decided to leave them behind.

FICTION

Ask Again Yes 

Mary Beth Keane 

9781405943130    €10.99  ____

Penguin BBC

Accidental Further Adventures of 

Jonas Jonasson

9780008304928    €8.80   ____

Harper Collins

The sequel to Jonas Jonasson's 

international bestseller The 

Hundred-Year-Old Man Who Climbed

Out of the Window and Disappeared

*The Transatlantic Book Club 

Felicity Hayes-McCoy 

9781473690332   €9.99 ____

Hodder 

A Talented Man 

Henrietta McKervey 

9781473682719     €17.70   ____

Hodder 

*Skin

E.M Reapy

9781789540963   €10.99  ____

Head of Zeus 

Self-loathing and ill-at-ease with 

herself and her place in the world,

through her encounters and 

experiences overseas Natalie 

metamorphoses into a more 

confident, assured individual.

Spring 

Ali Smith

9780241973356    €10.99 ____

Hamilton 

This Storm 

James Ellroy 

9780099537779    €10.99  ____

Arrow/Vintage 

From the bestselling author of 

Autumn and Winter, as well as the

Baileys Prize-winning How to be both,

comes the next installment in the 

remarkable, once-in-a-generation

masterpiece, the Seasonal Quartet

Follow me to the Ground 

Sue Rainsford 

9781784164942    €10.99  ____

Arrow/Vintage 

The Other Americans 

Laila Lalami

9781526606716    €11.40   ____

Bloomsbury 

A thought-provoking, poignant story of

family life, and never to give up hope,

which will resonate with people 

everywhere by the world's favourite

storyteller, Danielle Steel.



The Offing

Benjamin Myers 

9781526611307    €10.99   ____

Bloomsbury 

Why Mummy Doesn’t Give a Fuck! 

Gill Sims 

9780008340483    €9.99  ____

Orion

Family begins with a capital eff.

FICTION

*Finnegans Wake 

James Joyce 

9781847498007    €9.99   ____

Oneworld 

This edition, published to coincide

with the eightieth anniversary of the

first publication in 1939, fully 

incorporates Joyce's manuscript

amendments and includes a critical

introduction by Dr Sam Slote of 

Trinity College Dublin."

A Degree of Truth 

Muriel Bolger 

9781473691476    €9.99   ____

Hodder

Tansy Nugent finds herself swept up in

attraction to university professor - and

her boss - Sean Pollard. But they can't

be together. However, when their lives

intersect once more, years later, Tansy

can't help wonder if they're meant to

be. Even if her instincts are telling her

otherwise...

Good the Bad and the Little Bit 

Marina Lewycka

9780241430316  €18.50  ____

Hamilton 

Rest and Be Thankful 

Emma Glass 

9781526601070    €16.45   ____

Bloomsbury 

Killing Eve 

Luke Jennings 

9781529351521     €17.70   ____

Hodder

Evvie Drake Starts Over

Linda Holmes 

9781473679276    €10.99  ____

Hodder

On the run together, Eve Polastri and

the psychopathic Villanelle take refuge

in the underworld of St Petersburg.

But the Twelve are closing in, as are

the Russian security services. As the

chess-game intensifies, and the grip of

winter tightens, the couple are drawn

into a nightmare realm of conspiracy

and murder.

Dark yet luminous, sensual yet chilling,

ringing with strange music and laced with

dread, Rest and Be Thankful is an 

unforgettable novel that confirms Emma

Glass as a visionary new voice.

When you get a second chance, will you

be brave enough to take it?

The intergalactic adventures of Arthur

Dent begin in the first volume of the

'trilogy of five', Douglas Adams' comedy

sci-fi classic The Hitchhiker's Guide to

the Galaxy.

Told with raw, acid humour, One Year

of Ugly is a story of family, first love

and finding home. A blisteringly fresh

take on the migrant experience in a

less-than-sunny corner of the

Caribbean, and a poignant reminder

that no matter what form of ugly

crosses your path, there's always a

way to laugh through it.

One Year of Ugly 

Caroline Mackenzie 

9780008347086   €15.50 ____

Harper Collins 

Rearranged Life of Oona Lockhart

Margarita Montimore 

9781473227613   €17.50   ____

Gollancz

Operator

Gretchen Berg 

9781472264121    €18.50   ____

Headline 

The HItchhikers’s Guide to the Galaxy

Douglas Adams 

9781529034523     €10.99  ___

Macmillan



Thorn Girl 

Laura Elliot 

9780751579987    €17.50   ____

Warner 

Familiar Dark 

Amy Engel 

9781529368086    €15.99 ____

Hodder

FICTION

Story of a New Name 

Elena Ferrante

9781787702233    €10.99  ____

Europa 

To Kill a Man 

Sam Bourne 

9781787474970    €18.50 ____

Quercus 

A cat-and-mouse conspiracy thriller of

rare intelligence, To Kill a Man explores

an unsettling world in which justice is in

the eye of the beholder and revenge

seems to be the only answer.

House on Endless Waters 

Emuna Elon

9781911630593    €15.50   ____

Atlantic 

The Animals at Lockwood Manor

Jane Healey 

9781529014181    €16.99   ____

Macmillan 

Stop at Nothing 

Michael Ledwidge 

9781472265777     €18.50 ____

Headline 

Part love story, part mystery, The 

Animals at Lockwood Manor by Jane

Healey is a gripping and atmospheric

tale of family madness, long-buried

secrets and hidden desires.

One man will stop at nothing to survive

in this pulse-racing thriller that will grip

fans of Lee Child, David Baldacci, James

Patterson and Gregg Hurwitz.

The brilliant, brand new emotional

drama from the author of the best-

selling You Me Everything

DEATH PENALTY FOR ALL WHO GIVE AID

TO A JEW. It is 1943, and sixteen-year-

old Stefania Podgorska has been 

working for the Diamant family in their

grocery store in Przemsyl, Poland, for

four years. Stefania and Helena make

the extraordinary decision to hide Max,

and eventually twelve more Jews.

Say Say Say 

Lila Savage 

9781788162234   €11.40  ____

Profile 

Messy Wonderful Us 

Catherine Isaac 

9781471178078    €10.99   ____

S&S

The Parade

Dave Eggers 

9780241986271   €10.99    ____

Hamilton 

Light in Hidden Places 

Sharon Cameron 

9781529106534    €9.99  ____

Ebury 

This lovely City 

Louise Hare 

9780008334550   €15.50   ____

Harper Collins 

'Full of life and love... it made my heart

soar, and should be on every 

Londoner's shelf' Stacey Halls, Sunday

Times bestselling author of The 

Familiars



The Great Homecoming 

Anna Kim

9781846276552    €15.50   ____

Portobello

Nothing Ventured 

Jeffrey Archer 

9781509851300   €10.99____

Macmillan

Nothing Ventured is the start of a brand

new series, from Jeffrey Archer, the

number one bestselling author of The

Clifton Chronicles: telling the story of

the life of William Warwick - as a family

man and a detective who must battle

against a powerful criminal nemesis.

FICTION

The Boy from the Woods 

Harlan Coben 

9781529123838    €16.99   ____

Ebury 

FROM THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR AND

CREATOR OF THE HIT NETFLIX DRAMA

THE STRANGER The brilliant new

thriller from the international 

bestselling author described by Dan

Brown as 'the modern master of the

hook and twist'

One Good Deed 

David Baldacci 

9781529027501   €10.99   ____

Macmillan

A gripping historical crime novel from

the internationally bestselling author,

David Baldacci.

A Conspiracy of Bones 

Kathy Reichs 

9781471188855   €17.99 ____

S&S

Hunting Evil 

christ Carter 

9781471179556     €10.99   ____

S&S

Why She Ran 

S.A. Dunphy

9781473699229     €17.50   ____

Hodder

20th Victim 

James Patterson

9781780899558     €16.99  ____

Cornerstone

Number One New York Times best-

selling author Kathy Reichs returns

with her nineteenth riveting novel fea-

turing forensic anthropologist Temper-

ance Brennan, who must use all her

tradecraft to discover the identity of a

faceless corpse, its connection to a

decade-old missing child case, and the

reason the dead man had her phone

number.

The Women's Murder Club face the fight

of their lives in the latest thriller from

the bestselling James Patterson 

seriesThree victims, three bullets, three

cities. Each one of the men and women

down excels at an illegal and deadly 

activity that is dominating public 

debate.

A former detective is starting over in a

small town, but his past won't let him

go in this gripping new stand-alone

from the world's bestselling thriller

writer. A new crew of deadly criminals

move into the small town, bringing

drugs and violence to the front door

of the inn.

Coming in Spring 2020, KEEPER is the

addictive literary thriller that's already

starting conversations, for readers

who loved Lullaby and Three Women.

Keeper 

Jessica Moor 

9780241431023    €15.50   ____

Hamilton

The Never Game 

Jeffery Deaver 

9780008303761    €9.99   ____

Harper Collins

The Inn

James Patterson 

9781787462441    €9.99   ____

Random

Journey of the Pharaohs

Clive Cussler

9780241386880     €17.50  ____

Hamilton

Kurt Austin and the NUMA crew risk

everything to stop a cutthroat arms

dealer from stealing a priceless an-

cient treasure in the thrilling new

novel from the no. 1 Sunday Times-

bestselling grand master of adventure.



The Recovery of Rose Gold 

Stephanie Wrobel 

9780241416082     €15.50   ____

Hamilton

A woman's cryptic dying words in a

Venetian hospice lead Guido Brunetti

to uncover a threat to the entire 

region in Donna Leon's haunting

twenty-ninth Brunetti novel.

Trace Elements 

Donna Leon

9781785152443    €16.99  ____

Arrow/Vintage

FICTION

Celtic Empire 

Cllive Cussler

9781405937153    €9.99  ____

Penguin BBC 

Long Range 

C.J Box 

9781788549288    €17.99  ____

Head of Zeus

The Other Mrs 

Mary Kubica 

9781848456730     €9.99 ____

Mira 

Black River is an electrifying return for

relentless reporter Tuva Moodyson,

from the author of Dark Pines and

Red Snow.

Black River 

Will Dean 

9781786077110   €19.00____

Oneworld

From one of crime fiction's most 

compelling voices, One Dark, Two Light

sees the personal and criminal collide,

as Sarah reaches into the darkest 

corners to bring secrets into the light.

One Dark Two Light 

Ruth Mancini

9781788543354   €17.99  ____

Head of Zeus 

Part historical spy thriller, part playful

meta-fiction, The Message is a 

masterclass in storytelling from a 

Chinese literary sensation.

The Message 

Mai Jia 

9781789543025   €17.99  ____

Head of Zeus 

Harrow the Boys 

Paul Whyte 

9781908518668    €9.99  ____

Maverick 

Mostly Harmless is the fifth and final

part in Douglas Adams' much-loved

cult classic series, The Hitchhiker's

Guide to the Galaxy.

Mostly Harmless

Douglas Adams

9781529034561    €10.99  ____

Macmillan

In Life, the Universe and Everything,

the third title in Douglas Adams'

blockbusting sci-fi comedy series, The

Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy,

Arthur Dent finds himself enlisted to

prevent a galactic war.

Life the Universe & Everything

Douglas Adams 

9781529034547   €10.99  ____

Macmillan

Following the smash-hit sci-fi comedy

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy,

The Restaurant at the End of the 

Universe is the second part in Douglas

Adams' multi-media phenomenon

and cult classic series.

Restaurant at the End of the ..

Douglas Adams 

9781529034530    €10.99____

Macmillan



Bird King 

Willow G Wilson

9781611854718    €10.99   ____

Atlantic 

From award-winning author G. Willow

Wilson, The Bird King is an epic 

journey set during the reign of the

last sultan in the Iberian peninsula at

the height of the Spanish Inquisition.

You’ll Never See Me Again

Lesley Pearse 

9781405935548       €9.99    ____

Penguin BBC 

FICTION

The Secrets We Kept 

Lara Prescott

9781786090744    €10.99   ____

Random House 

Lost Future of Pepperharrow

Natasha Pulley 

9781408885161    €15.99   ____

Bloomsbury 

Totally compelling, it made my heart

swoop until the very last

page.''Thrilling, moving and utterly

compelling - one of those rare books

that makes you forget the outside

world.''The Secrets We Kept is a 

brilliant twist on the traditional Cold

War spy thriller.

Silver Sparrow 

Tayari Jones 

9781786078919    €15.99   _____

Oneworld 



*Hitching for Hope

Ruairi McKiernan

9781603589574   €17.99   ____

Chelsea Green

A journey through Ireland by 

thumb--ears open to the stories,

dreams, and struggles of the people

encountered along the way.

*Rory Best: My Autobiography

Rory Best

9781529362404     €24.99     ____

Hodder

NON FICTION

For anyone hoping to grapple with the

meaning of life and what to believe,

Outgrowing God is a challenging,

thrilling and revelatory read.

Our House is on Fire

Malena Ernman

9780241446744    €19.00  ____

Hamilton

Tales of Boomtown Glory

Bob Geldof

9780571541522   €23.99   ____

Faber & Faber

Outgrowing God

Richard Dawkins

9781784164201    €10.99   ____

Transworld

Can I Say No?

Stefanie Preissner

9781473687882   €10.99 ____

Hodder

*50 Best Irish Walks

John G O’Dwyer

9781782189152   €14.99    ____

Columba

*Magnum Ireland

Ilarinois & Williams

9780500295625   €25.00   ____

Thames & Hudson

This is the story of a family led to 

confront a crisis they had never 

foreseen. Aged eleven, their eldest

daughter has stopped eating and 

speaking. Alongside diagnoses of autism

and selective mutism, her parents

slowly become aware of another source

for her distress: her imperilled future on

a rapidly heating planet.

Available for the first time in an 

updated, compact paperback format,

this book offers a stunning 

photographic survey of Ireland over

the last seven decades, from the 1950s

to the present day. 

Tales of Boomtown Glory is a collection

of the complete lyrics from Bob

Geldof's Boomtown Rats and solo 

albums, accompanied by an 

introduction and 25 song stories written

by Geldof, and exclusive scans from his

notebooks over the years. 

Hilarious and honest, Can I Say No? 

follows Stefanie through managing her

fear of disappointing people, the thrill

of setting boundaries, and finally 

coming to understand that she was

worth more than the sum of her yeses. 

*Irish Guide for the Holy Land

Michael Kelly

9781782183709  €16.99 _____

Columba

Names Heard Long Ago

Jonathan Wilson

9781788702997   €11.99 ____

Bonnier

Fifteen years in the making, this new

book from bestselling football historian

Jonathan Wilson is the missing piece of

the jigsaw; the forgotten story in 

football's history, lost in war, in 

revolution, in death and tragedy.

Football Betting Title

Anonymous

9781473675476     €18.50 _____

Hodder

Walking: One Step at a Time

Erling Kagge

9780241357705    €11.40  ____

Hamilton



*Daly Dish 100 Masso Slimming...

Gina Daly

9780717186495    €22.99  ____

Gill

Things I Learned from Falling

Claire Nelson

9781783253500     €15.99   ____

Aster Octopus

An inspirational and gripping first-person

account of determination, adversity and

survival against the odds.

NON FICTION

In Do Nothing, award-winning 

journalist Celeste Headlee illuminates

a new path ahead, seeking to institute

a global shift in our thinking so we can

stop sabotaging our well-being, put

work aside and start living instead of

doing.

Wild Journal

Willow Crossley

9781529028225   €11.99    ____

Macmillan

This Too Shall Pass

Julia Samuel

9780241348864    €17.99  ____

Hamilton

Do Nothing

Celeste Headlee

9780349422244    €17.70  ____

Abacus

Our Bodies Their Battlefield

Christina Lamb 

9780008300012    €17.99  ____

Harper Collins

Moth: Occasional Magic

Catherine Burns

9781781256671    €12.65    ____

Profile

Rebel Ideas

Matthew Syed

9781473613942    €12.65  ____

Hodder

Whether you live in a house or flat, in a

rural or urban environment, this beautiful

book shows how to harness the natural

world around us and feel more grounded

and rooted in our surroundings.

In this bold and inspiring new book,

Matthew Syed - argues that 

individual intelligence is no longer

enough; that the only way to tackle

these complex problems is to 

harness the power of our 'cognitive

diversity'.

Stories of Change, Crisis and Hopeful 

Beginnings.

From award-winning war reporter and

co-author of I Am Malala, this is a 

searing, angry reckoning of a book that

exposes the unheard stories of women

during war, and how in countries

around the world today rape is used as

a weapon.

In finest Moth tradition, Occasional

Magic encourages us all to be more

open, vulnerable and alive.

Keep ‘Er Lit

Van Morrison

9780571353897   €17.99_____

Faber & Faber

*Handiwork

Sara Baume

9781916434257   €13.00____

Tramp Press

Keep 'Er Lit is the second volume of

Van Morrison's collected lyrics 

containing 120 songs from across his

storied career. It contains love songs,

work songs, songs about the pains

and anxieties of existence, songs of

consolation, songs about various

kinds of spiritual quest and songs

which deal with healing and 

reconciliation, both with the self and

with others.

A glimpse into the process of one of 

Ireland's best writers, Handiwork is

Baume's non-fiction debut, written with

the keen eye for nature and beauty as

well as the extraordinary versatility

Sara Baume's fans have come to expect.

An amazing collection of the most

beloved, original, inspiring, hysterical,

heart-warming, compelling, rude and

downright scary books that have 

enchanted children the world over.

100 Children’s Books 

Colin Salter

9781911641087    €19.00 _____

Pavilion

*Bonus Time

Brian Pennie

9780717186358  €16.99 ____

Gill



Broken Greek

Pete Paphides

9781529405842   €18.50  ____

Quercus

Women of No Importance

Sonia Purnell

9780349010168     €12.50     ____

Abacus

This is a spy history like no other, telling

the story of the hunting accident that 

disabled her, the discrimination she

fought and the secret life that helped her

triumph over shocking adversity.

NON FICTION

Recollections of My Non-Existence

Rebecca Solnit

9781783785445    €20.50    ____

Granta

Into the Magic Shop

Dr. James Doty

9781444786194    €12.50  ____

Hodder

Seamstress

Franci Epstein 

9780241441107    €15.99 ____

Hamilton

If I Could Hold You Again

Collette Wolfe

9781529378450    €10.99  ____

Hodder

Splendid and the Vile

Erik Larson

9780008274979   €17.99  ____

Hodder

Staunch

Eleanor Wood

9780008325695     €15.50   ____

Harper Collins

Set in the era of punk, of growing gay

pride, of counter culture and West

Coast activism, during the latter years

of second wave feminism, 

Recollections of My Non-Existence is

the foundational story of an emerging

artist struggling against 

patriarchal violence and scorn.

Eleanor finds herself in her late 30s

on a beach in India with three old

ladies, trying to 'find herself' and '

discover her family history' like some

sad middle-class crisis cliche. How did

she get here?

Into the Magic Shop imparts some

powerful life lessons about how to live

better, and inspires us to believe that

we all have inside us the capacity to

change our own destiny.

Collette Wolfe was on holidays in 

Lanzarote with her husband Anthony

when they got the call that all parents

most dread. Their beloved daughter

Leanne had died, having taken her own

life. On the morning of Leanne's funeral,

her diaries were uncovered by her sister,

and the family awakened to a nightmare

within the nightmare.

The Splendid and the Vile takes 

readers out of today's political 

dysfunction and back to a time of true

leadership, when - in the face of 

unrelenting horror - a leader of 

eloquence, strategic brilliance and

perseverance bound a country, and a

family, together.

So Long and Thanks for All the...

Douglas Adams

9781529034554   €10.99_____

Macmillan

In Sunshine or in Shadow

Donald McRae

9781471163135     €11.99____

S&S

So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish is

the fourth installment in Douglas

Adams' bestselling cult classic, the

Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy 

'trilogy'.

In Sunshine or in Shadow is an 

inspirational story of triumph over 

adversity and celebrates the 

reconciliation that can take place when

two fighters meet each other in the ring,

rather than outside it.

In the tradition of Frank McCourt's 

Angela's Ashes and Alice Taylor's To

School Through the Fields, Tom 

Phelan's We Were Rich and We Didn't

Know It is a heartfelt and masterfully

written memoir of growing up in Ireland

in the 1940s.

*We Were Rich and We Didn’t...

Tom Phelan

9781501197109    €10.99 _____

S&S

*Game That Scowls

Richie Bennis

9781910827093     €20.00  ____

Hero Books



A New Ireland: How Europe’s... 

Niall O’Dowd

9781510749290   €23.99  ____

Sky Pony (S&S)

With help from prominent Irish and

Irish American voices like historian

and bestselling author Tim Pat

Coogan and the New York Times's

Maureen Dowd, A New Ireland tells

the story of a modern revolution

against all odds.

*Benedictine Nuns & Kylemore Abbey

Raftery & Kilbride

9781785373220     €19.95     ____

Merrion

This is an absolute must-buy for anyone

interested in Irish history, Kylemore

Abbey and the savage beauty of 

Connemara.

NON FICTION

Ireland's Forgotten Past paints a 

surprising, witty and engaging new

portrait of an Ireland you thought you

knew.

*How the Irish Won...

Philip Thomas Tucker

9781510755673    €16.45   ____

Sky Pony (S&S)

Outpost: Movie Tie In

Jake Tapper

9780008332853    €9.99  ____

Harper Collins

*Ireland’s Forgotten Past

Turtle Bunbury

9780500022535    €18.95   ____

Thames & Hudson

Appeasing Hitler

Tim Bouverie

9781784705749    €12.50 ____

Vintage

Don’t Touch My Hair

Emma Dabiri

9780141986289    €12.50    ____

Penguin

*Journeys of Faith

Louise Nugent

9781782183723     €16.99   ____

Columba

The heartbreaking and inspiring story of

one of the deadliest battles during the

war in Afghanistan, acclaimed by critics

everywhere as a classic.

Invisible Women 

Caroline Criado Perez

9781784706289  €10.99 _____

Vintage

No One is Too Small to Make a Diffen..

Greta Thunberg

9780141992716   €5.05 ____

Penguin

No One Is Too Small to Make A Difference

is a rallying cry for why we must all wake

up and fight to protect the living planet,

no matter how powerless we feel. Our 

future depends upon it.

Illustrated edition.

The world-famous cosmologist and

#1 bestselling author of A Brief 

History of Time leaves us with his

final thoughts on the universe's

biggest questions in this brilliant

posthumous work.

*Steorn:  A Celtic Tiger Parable

Barry Whyte

9780717188048    €16.99 _____

Gill

Brief Answers to the Big Questions

Stephen Hawking

9781473695993   €10.90____

Hodder



*Natural Year

Michael Fewer

9781785373183    €18.95  ____

Merrion

A Natural Year will open eyes and

hearts and lead to more 

understanding about the natural

world around us, its beauty and

fragility.

Can Medicine Be Cured?

Seamus O’Mahony

9781788544559    €11.99   ____

Head of Zeus

A book about the major fallacies 

crippling modern medicine.

NON FICTION

Andrew Cohen and Professor Brian Cox

take readers on a voyage of discovery,

from the fiery heart of our Solar System,

to its mysterious outer reaches

Planets

Brian Cox

9780008280574     €11.99   ____

Harper Collins

Elsewhere

Rosita Boland

9781784164379    €10.99  ____

Transworld

In a series of jaw-dropping, 

illuminating and sometimes 

heart-breaking essays, Elsewhere is a

book that celebrates the life 

well-travelled in all its messy and

wondrous glory.

Life: A User’s Manual

Julian Baggini

9781529104547    €18.50   ____

Ebury

In this insightful, engaging book,

renowned existential 

psychotherapist and philosophical

counsellor Antonia Macaro and

bestselling philosopher Julian 

Baggini cover topics such as 

bereavement, luck, free will and 

relationships, and guide us through

what the greatest thinkers to ever

walk the earth have to say on these

subjects, from the Stoics to Sartre.

Precipice

Toby Ord 

9781526600226    €19.00   ____

Bloomsbury

The Precipice is a call for a new 

understanding of our age: a major 

reorientation in the way we see the

world, our history, and the role we

play in it.

Morality

Jonathan Sacks

9781529342635    €18.50   ____

Hodder

Combining his passionate belief in a

positive way forward with a careful

weighing of the realities and challenges

of the position in which we find 

ourselves, Jonathan Sacks sets out a

clear picture of a world in which we can

all find our place and build a future

worth working for.

Way Home

Mark Boyle

9781786077271    €12.50   ____

One World

In this honest and lyrical account of a

remarkable life without modern 

technology, Mark Boyle explores the

hard won joys of building a home

with his bare hands, learning to make

fire, collecting water from the spring,

foraging and fishing.

Fast Asleep

Dr Michael Mosley

9781780724201   €11.99   ____

Short

In Fast Asleep, Dr Michael Mosley

brings together the latest science to

explain exactly what happens to us

when we sleep and why it is so 

important that we get enough of it.

Prone to insomnia, he has taken

part in numerous sleep 

experiments and tested every sleep

remedy going. 

Why We Can’t Sleep

Ada Calhoun

9781611854671    €17.99  ___

Atlantic

*All About Sleep Solutions

Lucy Wolfe

9780717185542    €16.99   ____

Gill

This book provides all the support

needed for both baby and parents to

overcome persistent challenges and get

the sleep they need.

*Irish Pregnancy Book

Peter Boylan & Jennifer Walsh

9781788491860    €16.99   ____

O’Brien Press



*Irish Tweed

Vawn Corrigan

9781788490214    €12.99  ____

O’Brien

*Brehon Laws

Jo Kerrigan

9781788491075     €17.99     ____

O’Brien Press

A bright and readable book giving an

overview of the ancient legal codex,

Brehon Law.

NON FICTION

The definitive story of Harry Boland, the

ardent and prominent Republican, loyal

confidant to de Valera and close friend

and, later, love rival to Michael Collins

for the heart of Kitty Kiernan.

*Harry Boland

Jim Maher

9781781176603    €19.99   ____

Mercier Press

*Dream Big

Niamh Shaw

9781781177150    €14.99   ____

Mercier Press

An Irishwoman's Space Odyssey.

*Irish Country Life

Olive Sharkey

9781788491846    €12.99   ____

O’Brien Press

Based on Olive Sharkey's Ways of

Old, this new addition to the

O'Brien 'Heritage Series' will draw

the reader back to a time when

people were much more tuned into

the rhythm of the year and the

ground beneath their feet.



Presidents Surprise PB

Peter Donnelly

9780717188727   €8.99  ____

Gill

Mr Men: My Mummy

Roger Hargreaves

9781405296168  €8.80   ____

Egmont

Mr Impossible and the Easter Egg Hunt

Adam Hargreaves

9781405297400   €8.80 ____
Egmont

The bestselling Mother's Day story,

My Mummy, now in a brand new

board book format!

Animalphabet

Julia Donaldson

9781509801640    €11.99 ____
Macmillan

Join the Mr Men on an Impossible

Easter Egg Hunt!

A hugely entertaining animal ABC

guessing game with peep-through

pages and amazing fold-out flaps, by

the bestselling Julia Donaldson

Let’s Roll: Sticker Activity

Howie Dewin

9781338577068   €10.99    ____

Scholastic

It's time to POTTY with Captain 

Underpants in this hilarious sticker

activity book!

Peter Rabbit Easter Eggs

Beatrix Potter

9780241423646   €9.99 ____
Hamilton

Poppy & Sam and the Bunny

Sam Taplin

9781474974899    €10.15 ____

Usborne

It's Easter time and Peter Rabbit is

ready for an egg hunt! You can join

him by creating your own Easter egg

hunt with press out eggs and pretty

decorations.

Peppa Pig: Peppa the Easter...

Peppa Pig

9780241411827   €6.30 ____
Hamilton

Old MacDonald’s Easter Egg

Nanette Regan

9780241428306   €10.99   ____

Hamilton

You're never too young to meet a

Gruffalo! Lift the soft felt flaps on every

page to meet all your favourite characters

from the deep dark wood.

Gruffalo, Where Are You?

Julia Donaldson

9781529023602   €8.80 ____
Macmillan

There's a cracking Easter surprise

waiting on Old MacDonald's farm...

CHILDRENS

Peter Rabbit: Happy Easter Peter!

Beatrix Potter

9780241437629   €8.80 ____
Hamilton

Little First Stickers Easter

Felicity Brooks

9781474976718   €7.60    ____

Usborne



Secret Garden:Movie Sticker Book 

9780008340094   €9.99  ____

Harper Collins

A fantastic sticker activity book based

on the enchanting new hit family

movie, The Secret Garden, out spring

2020.

Little Green Donkey

Anuska Allepuz

9781406390889    €9.99  ____

Walker

Tom Gates Mega Make and Do

Liz Pichon

9780702301636     €8.80 ____
Scholastic

From the creator of That Fruit is Mine!

comes a laugh-out-loud cautionary tale,

sure to resonate with all picky eaters

and their parents!

Judy Moody Super Book Whiz

Megan McDonald

9781406391602   €7.65    ____

Walker

Judy Moody is in it to win it. The

Virginia Dare Bookworms are 

reading up a storm to prepare for the

book quiz. 

Toto the Ninja Cat and the...

Dermot O’Leary

9781444952063   €8.80 ____
Hodder

Epic Tales of Captain Underpants

Meredith Rusu

9781338262476   €8.80  _____

Scholastic

Toto is no ordinary cat, and she can't

wait for you to join her on her THIRD

ninja adventure!

This collection of Captain Underpants

TV comics features some of

the Waistband Warrior's stretchiest and

most exciting bad-guy battles!

Pests: Mouse in Trainning

Emer Stamp

9781444949629   €8.85    ____

Hodder

When the lights go off, the PESTS

come out! The laugh-out-loud new

series from the author/illustrator of

the bestselling DIARY OF PIG 

series.

Gordon’s Game

Paul Howard & Gordon D’Arcy

9781844884681   €9.99 ____
Penguiun

CHILDRENS

Cloudburst: A Jack Courtney..

Wilbur Smith

9781848128538    €8.80 ____
Piccadilly

Mummy Fairy & Me

Sophie Kinsella

9780241380314  €8.85    ____

Hamilton

Brand new Wilbur Smith series for 

readers of 10+ - starring fourteen-year-

old Jack Courtney.

Racehorse who Learned to Dance

Clare Balding

9780241336762   €8.80   ____

Hamilton

Charlie's racehorse has certainly earned

the name Noble Warrior: he won the

Derby against all odds and bested a

bunch of nasty kidnappers. But now

Noddy is facing his greatest challenge

yet . . .

Middle School: Master of....

James Patterson

9781529119534   €8.80  _____

Ebury

In this blockbuster instalment of the

bestselling Middle School series,

Rafe and all the favourite characters

from James Patterson's books for

kids get caught up in a hilarious

adventure - together for the first

time!



Lottie Luna and the Twilight..

Vivian French

9780008343019   €8.80   ____

Harper Collins

A brand new young fiction series by

much-loved children's author, 

Vivian French and illustrated by

Nathan Reed. Meet werewolf 

extraordinaire... Lottie Luna.

Agents of the Wild

Jennifer Bell

9781406388459   €8.85   ____

Walker

Secret Garden

Claire Freedman

9780241392782    €9.99  ____

Hamilton

Ugly Five - Early Reader

Julia Donaldson

9781407197807   €6.30   ____

Scholastic

This classic and beloved story has been

beautifully retold by Claire Freedman

and brought to glorious visual life by

new illustration talent Shaw Davidson.

The funny, heart-warming rhyme is a

joy to read aloud, while bold,

comical illustrations bring the 

savannah spectacularly to life.

Last Hours: Chain of Gold

Cassandra Clare

9781406392005   €15.50   ____

Walker

Cordelia Carstairs is a 

Shadowhunter. When her father is

accused of a terrible crime, she and

her brother travel to Edwardian 

London in the hope of preventing

the family's ruin. Cordelia is 

determined to be a hero rather than a

bride.

King of Scars

Leigh Bardugo

9781510104464    €9.99 ____
Orion

Fire Boy

J.M Joseph

9781444954685  €8.80 ____

Hodder

Fire Boy is a laugh-out-loud story

about friendship, unexpected 

superpowers, magical sweets, Inca 

legends and a cat named Lemon - 

perfect for fans of My Brother is A 

Superhero and The Parent Agency.

CHILDRENS

Clementine and Ruby

Siobhan Curham

9781406390230  €9.99 ____

Walker

Monstrous Devices

Damien Love

9781786078575  €9.99____

Oneworld

With an ever-present admiration for the

hidden mysteries of our world, 

Monstrous Devices plunges readers

into a gripping adventure that's sure to

surprise.

Threads of Magic

Alison Croggan

9781406384741  €9.99 ____

Walker

An atmospheric and riveting fantasy

adventure, perfect for fans of Frances

Hardinge and Cornelia Funke.

Hope against Hope

Sheena Wilkinson

9781912417421   €8.80 ____

Little Island

Nothing could be more apposite at this

moment than a novel about how hard

borders and political division drive

wedges into the hearts of communities.

Children of Virtue and Ven...

Tomi Adeyemi 

9781509899456   €9.59 ____

Macmillan

Children of Virtue and Vengeance is

the breathtaking sequel to Tomi

Adeyemi's ground-breaking West

African-inspired fantasy Children of

Blood and Bone.



And the Stars Were Burning..

Daniel Jawando

9781471178771  €9.99   ____

S&S

When fifteen-year-old Nathan 

discovers that his older brother Al, has

taken his own life, his whole world is

torn apart. Al was special. Al was 

talented. Al had so many dreams ... so

why did he do it?

Theodore Boone: The Accomplice

John Grisham

9781529373974   €9.99   ____

Hodder

CHILDRENS

Fight Like a Girl

Sheena Kamal

9781471408854   €9.99 ____

Hot Key

It's been a month since Trisha's dad was

killed, wandering out drunk in front of the

car Trisha is driving, and her mother

grabs the wheel. To try to avoid him? To

try NOT to avoid him? Trisha doesn't

know exactly what happened that night,

but she's afraid it's going to happen again

Anna K

Jenny Lee

9780241420218  €9.99 ____

Hamilton

Perfect for fans of Crazy Rich Asians,

Gossip Girl and American Royals,

ANNA K is an addictive, romantic and

subversive reimagining of Leo 

Tolstoy's timeless love story, Anna

Karenina.

Heavenfall

Sara Holland

9781526614889  €9.99____

Bloomsbury

This sweeping new series, perfect for

fans of Sarah J. Maas, Melissa Albert

and Holly Black, is sure to enthral

readers old and new.

Wink

Rob Harrell

9781471409141  €9.99____

Hot Key

Based on Rob Harrell's own real life

experience of eye cancer, and including

amazing comic-strip artwork, this

poignant and authentic novel is 

unforgettable, hilarious and uplifting.

Deathless Girls

Kiran Millwood Hargrave

9781510105799  €10.15   ____

Orion

Gothic, intoxicating, feminist, darkly

provoking and deeply romantic - this

is the breathtakingly imagined untold

story of the brides of Dracula, by 

bestselling author Kiran Millwood

Hargrave in her much-anticipated YA

debut.

Callum’s Spellbook

Tracey West

9781338620597  €9.99   ____

Scholastic

Based on the hit Netflix show from the

head writer of Avatar: The Last 

Airbender, this humorous, in-world

notebook has everything a fan needs to

know about the magical world of The

Dragon Prince!

Devil Darling Spy

Matt Killeen

9781474942393     €10.15   ____

Usborne

Sarah is used to spying in the 

champagne-fuelled parties of Nazi

Berlin. But her new mission is 

infinitely more deadly - tracking a

lethal disease across bullet-torn Africa,

to uncover the monster who would use

it to create fifty million corpses.

Star Switch

Alesha Dixon

9781407198491    €8.80   ____

Scholastic

BESTSELLING AUTHOR Alesha

Dixon gives you a backstage pass to

hang out with the world's number one

pop star in her BRAND NEW BOOK -

a fresh, funny spin on Freaky Friday!

Hold Back the Tide

Melinda Sailsbury

9781407180298     €9.99   ____

Scholastic

Unsettling, sharply beautiful and

thought-provoking, HOLD BACK

THE TIDE is the new novel from

Melinda Salisbury, bestselling author

of The Sin Eater's Daughter trilogy.

*Miss Mary: Story of Mary Elmes

Bernard S Wilson

9780717186556    €9.99   ____

Gill



P is for Poetry

Seamus Cashman

9781788491785  €12.99   ____

O’Brien Press

elected poems from bestselling 

Something Beginning with P in a

beautiful new format - a perfect gift

book for Irish children at home and

abroad.

Deadly Irish History

John Farrelly

9781788491037  €8.99   ____

O’Brien Press

The first book in a new series 'Deadly

Irish History', Vikings is an entertaining

introduction to the Vikings of Ireland!

CHILDRENS

Barney Goose

Carol Ann Treacy

9781788491426  €12.99 ____

O’Brien Press

Join Barney Goose as he travels the Wild

Atlantic Way from West Cork all the way

to Donegal. See the sights and meet new

friends in each new location.

Irish Farm Animals

Glyn Evans

9781788491211  €14.99 ____

O’Brien Press

A charming and engaging children's

non-fiction book filled with 

information on all aspects of farming

in Ireland, presented in a light-hearted

and child-friendly text

Chasing Ghosts:

Nicola Pierce

9781788490177   €8.99   ____

O’Brien Press

Francis Crozier, second-in-command to

Sir John Franklin, is arctic-bound with

HMS Erebus and Terror, in search of

the fabled North-West Passage. 

Where Are You, Puffling?

Daly & McGann

9781788491457  €9.99   ____

O’Brien Press

Take the Lead

Elena Browne

9781788490818  €11.99 ____

O’Brien Press

Minecraft Guide to Survival

Mojang AB

9781405296502  €12.65   ____

Egmont

Women in Art: 50 Fearless...

Rachel Ignotofsky

9781526362452     €15.99   ____

Pat-A-Cake

A stunning collection of 50 of the

boldest and bravest pioneering female

artists throughout history, from 

bestselling author and illustrator

Rachel Ignotofsky.

Harry’s Magic Tables

Stephanie Moraghan

9780717188710    €7.99    ____

Scholastic


